Integrating Waterlase® into his practice has allowed Dr. Canzoneri to perform procedures he would not have otherwise attempted. He now treats periodontal disease and inflammation in a more comprehensive and definitive way. Patient satisfaction has increased and his patients often request the laser for their procedures because of little-to-no anesthesia, reduced sensitivity, as well as hard and soft tissue conservation.

“I use the Waterlase everyday on almost every patient... procedures such as Class V composites, closed-flap crown lengthening, REPAIR surgery for periodontal disease, removal of smear layer prior to any bonding treatment, pre-impression troughing and more.”

“It’s the main practice-builder in my business.”

Dr. Ken Canzoneri

Kenneth Canzoneri, DDS
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The Future of Dentistry is Here. Call 833.BIOLASE or visit biolase.com to learn more.
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